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North Carolina 
Geographic Information Coordinating Council 

 Federal Interagency Committee 

 
 

MINUTES 
FEDERAL INTERAGENCY COMMITTEE – Executive Committee 

May 29, 2013 
 
 
Attending - Linda Rimer (Chair), William Beatty, Tom Colson, Doug Newcomb, Drew Pilant, David Wyatt 
Guests – Gary Merrill 
Staff - Tom Tribble 
Missing – Chad Ferguson  
 
Welcome 
 
Linda Rimer welcomed the members and thanked Gary Merrill, USGS liaison to North Carolina and South 
Carolina, for joining the meeting. 
 
Federal Land Ownership Committee Report 
 
Linda reminded the members that the FIC EC was charged with investigating the availability of digital 
data for federal lands in North Carolina and developing recommendations for updating the old out-of-
date dataset.  The FIC convened a committee to develop the recommendations.  The committee 
included, Tom Colson, National Park Service, who served as chair, Mark Endries, US Fish & Wildlife 
Service, and Susan Pulsipher, contractor to the US Army at Fort Bragg, with staff support from Tom 
Tribble and David Giordano, CGIA.  She thanked them for their hard work.  She also recognized Jeff 
Brown, CGIA, and John Finnegan, NC Natural Heritage Program, for their assistance. 
 
Linda said she reported the progress at the GICC’s May meeting.   The FIC sought a federal agency willing 
to create a consolidated federal land ownership dataset built on the sources identified by the committee 
but was unable to find a federal agency volunteer with the time and resources to serve as custodian.  
The NC Natural Heritage Program (NHP) in the NC Department of Environment and Natural Resources is 
serving as steward for the national Protected Areas Database (PAD).  The PAD includes most of the 
federal lands identified by the FIC committee.  NHP agreed to serve as custodian of the federal land 
ownership dataset.  NHP will create a subset of the federal land ownership boundaries from the PAD 
and will transfer the dataset to CGIA on a quarterly basis to be served on the NC OneMap Geospatial 
Portal.   
 
The final task is to adopt the final report.  A draft of the final report was distributed to the FIC EC 
members prior to the meeting. 
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Tom Colson said the committee created a schema for the dataset on the original assumption that a 
custodian would have to start from scratch to create the dataset by compiling federal land ownership 
data from the various federal departments and agencies that own land in North Carolina.   The purpose 
of developing a schema was to enable a proposed data steward – perhaps a federal agency volunteer or 
CGIA – to use the schema to create the consolidated database from the data sources identified in the 
report.  The new development is that NHP already has a schema for the PAD.  The primary addition to 
the original draft report is the NHD schema – now shown as Figures 2 and 3.  Tom C. reported that the 
NHD schema in the revised report – shown as fields and domains – is complete and addresses his 
concerns about the earlier draft. 
 
Tom Tribble showed the sections of the report that were revised to reflect NHP’s role as custodian.  Tom 
C. suggested adding some text that clarifies the difference between the schema originally proposed by 
the committee and the adopted schema.  Drew Pilant said he is impressed with the report and praised 
the work of the committee.  Tom T. reported that Silvia Terziotti, USGS, who was unable to attend 
today, read the report and said great job. 
 
Doug Newcomb suggested that Linda acknowledge the excellent work of the committee at the next 
GICC meeting.  Linda said she did so at the May meeting and would do so again at the August meeting. 
Tom T. recognized the work of Tom Colson, who did an amazing amount of research and fully addressed 
all of the tasks and questions (see page 3 of the report) assigned to the committee.  Linda said she 
would prepare a letter of thanks to Tom C.’s supervisor. 
 
Drew moved the FIC accept the report, with the changes suggested by Tom C.  Doug seconded. 
 

DECISION #1   A motion was made and approved to adopt the Federal Land Ownership report as 
revised. 

 
ACTION #1      Linda will formally submit the report by email to the GICC chair and to Tim 

Johnson, CGIA, staff to the GICC.  Linda will make a final report to the GICC at its 
August meeting. 

 
ACTION #2      Tom T. will add a section to the FIC web page on the GICC website describing the 

work of the committee with a link to the report.   
 
Linda reported that Lee Mandell resigned after serving five years as chair of the GICC.  Tom T. said Dr. 
Mandell served on the GICC essentially since its inception, initially as the representative of the NC 
League of Municipalities and then as the Governor’s appointment as chair after Dr. Mandell retired from 
his position at the League of Municipalities.  Linda said Dr. Mandell has worked tirelessly on behalf of 
the GICC and the North Carolina GIS community.  Tom T. said the Governor is expected to name a new 
chair soon. 
 
Status of Proposal for Hurricane Sandy Response and Recovery Funding to Acquire LiDAR for North 
Carolina Counties 
  
Linda welcomed Gary Merrill, USGS liaison to North and South Carolina. 
 
Gary reported that the federal funding package for Hurricane Sandy response and recovery includes 
money to acquire LiDAR for states impacted by the storm.   
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The USG role is to provide data, information and tools to guide Hurricane Sandy response and recovery 
efforts to: 

 Further characterize and mitigate impacts; 

 Restore impacted communities and ecosystems,  

 Redevelop resilient coastal communities; and  

 Improve preparedness and responsiveness to the next hurricane. 
 
The goal is to provide science on: 

 Coastal topographic and bathymetric data to support hurricane impact assessment & response. 

 Impacts to coastal beaches and barriers.  

 Impacts of storm surge, including disturbed estuarine and bay hydrology.  

 Impacts on environmental quality, including exposure to chemical and microbial contaminants.  

 Impacts to coastal ecosystems, habitats, and fish & wildlife, particularly for DOI lands and trust 
resources.  

 
Gary is leading the effort to develop a proposal to acquire LiDAR data to support these goals for the 19 
Priority One counties in North Carolina that were affected by the storm.  He displayed a FEMA map of 
the Atlantic region’s county impact analysis.   In North Carolina, 19 counties were impacted, ranging 
from low to very high.  Another slide shows the availability of LiDAR data for the region’s impacted 
counties.  While LiDAR is available for all 19 counties in North Carolina, the date of the data is pre-2005 
and is of lower resolution than desired.  Counties across the Atlantic region with more recent LiDAR data 
are not included in the Priority One areas.  Eleven Priority One areas across the region are still eligible 
for funding, including the 19 counties in North Carolina. 
 
Gary said he is seeking cost share dollars from federal and state agencies in North Carolina but 
recognized that the federal sequester and state budget difficulties make this challenging.  Currently the 
Department of the Interior has released $3.25M to fund the entire program.  There is a possibility that 
an additional $3M will be available.  In either case, not all Priority One areas will be funded. 
 
The North Carolina priority areas include large federal tracts covering Fish & Wildlife Service land 
National Wildlife Refuges, National Park Service land, National Seashore and the Forest Service Croatan 
National Forest.  The science goals are vital for these areas. 
 
Gary compiled science requirements from the various federal agencies to justify the need for LiDAR.  An 
example for the Park Service is evaluating habitat changes of threatened, endangered, and sensitive 
species.  Science requirements for the Forest Service include identification and re-classification of the 
many vegetation changes and habitat verification of the Red-cockaded Woodpecker.  The Natural 
Resources Conservation Service will use LiDAR data to support conservation planning that will assist in 
the identification of wetland restoration sites, shallow water habitat management, drainage water 
management, Emergency Watershed Protection, and compliance with the wetland guidelines of the 
Farm Bill.  Tom C. asked who Gary is working with in the National Park Service.  Gary replied Laura 
Pickens.   
 
Gary asked for additional input on the science requirements from the federal agencies in North Carolina, 
by Friday May 31 if possible.  The deadline for submitting proposals is uncertain.  Gary will distribute a 
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revised version of his PowerPoint to the FIC EC later today.  He emphasized that the proposal would 
benefit greatly if at least one federal agency in North Carolina can commit cost share money. 
 
Tom C. is skeptical that National Park Service can contribute.  Doug asked if the Southeast Natural 
Resource Leaders Group (SENRLG) could contribute funds.  Linda replied that SENRLG does not have a 
budget but she would explore seeking their support.  She suggested a letter of support from SENRLG.  
Gary acknowledged that this is a difficult time for federal agencies to find funds.   
 
Linda thanked Gary for leading the effort. 
 
Report on Stream Mapping Advisory Committee 
 
Matt Duvall, co-chair of the Stream Mapping Advisory Committee, was unable to attend.  He provided 
notes to Tom Tribble, who made the report.   The committee had been inactive for some time until Matt 
suggested to the FIC that it be revived.   The FIC then made a recommendation to the Statewide 
Mapping Advisory Committee (SMAC) that the committee be revived.  The SMAC reconstituted the 
committee with Matt and Tiffany Smith with NRCS as co-chairs, working with Joe Sewash of CGIA.  The 
committee first met in Jun 2012 and then quarterly in October, January and April.  The next meeting will 
be in June and Matt anticipates the committee will meet monthly for a period after that. 
 
The primary effort is to develop a stewardship agreement between USGS and the State of North 
Carolina that will drive the processes for state and local inputs to the National Hydrography Dataset 
(NHD).  Committee members include representatives from NRCS, USG, USFWS and NPS at the federal 
level and a number of state agencies including the NC Dept. of Agriculture and Consumer Services, NC 
Division of Water Quality in DENR, NCDOT, NC Office of Geospatial and Technology Management 
(Floodplain Mapping Program) and CGIA.   Wright Lowery from Wake County represents the Local 
Government Committee.  Tom T.  said that CGIA has been the custodian of the hydrography dataset for 
North Carolina.  Linda noted that an EPA representative, Jon Becker is tracking the process. 
 
The NHD is owned and managed by USGS and built primarily from 1:24,000 scale data.  For the NHD to 
reach its full potential and to support the needs of state and local government users, there is a need to 
incorporate local resolution data.  Tom T. described local resolution data as surface water data at a 
higher resolution than 24K scale.  In the aftermath of the 2004 hurricanes in western North Carolina, the 
NC General Assembly appropriated funds to map local resolution hydrography for 19 counties in the far 
western part of the state.   CGIA managed this effort in cooperation with a number of partners.  
Unfortunately the General Assembly did not appropriate funds to complete the local resolution mapping 
for the remainder of the state. 
 
According to Matt, the effort to develop a stewardship agreement is challenging and will take time.  
There seems to be some trepidation on the part of state-level stakeholders to fully embrace 
Stewardship as it is being done in other states and some trepidation on the part of USGS to explore a 
“new” model for Stewardship as is being proposed by state-level stakeholders.   Tom T. said there are 
understandable concerns on both sides.   USGS as owner of the NHD wants to be certain that there is a 
commitment to consistency and standards during the process of integrating local resolution data into 
the NHD.  The agreement must define who has “edit” permission and ensure that those with edit 
permission be sufficiently trained in the USGS procedures and standards for managing the NHD. 
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Matt reports that the committee is making progress and he remains optimistic that stewardship of the 
NHD will be successful in North Carolina in the long-run.   The next meeting of the committee is June 3, 
1:30 at the NRCS offices on Bland Road in Raleigh.  Matt welcomes anyone with an interest in North 
Carolina surface waters to participate in the process and to contact him to be placed on the distribution 
list.  
 
Tom T. praised the work of Matt and the committee, noting the difficult challenges.  Tom C. said the 
meetings feature lively discussions and that Matt is the right person for the job, dedicated to achieving 
the end goal of getting a stewardship agreement in place.   
 
Tom C. asked if there a target date or drop dead date for when the state would like to see an agreement 
in place.  Tom T. is not aware of any deadline.  He suggested that Matt can respond to any questions. 
 
Candidate for FIC EC to replace Lynn Phillips 
 
Linda reminded the members that Lynn Phillips. US Marine Corps, took a new job and resigned from the 
FIC EC.  The FIC bylaws allow the FIC EC to appoint a replacement in advance of the regular elections.  
Tom reminded the members that the bylaws limit the EC membership to only two from one federal 
agency.  The members discussed various candidates and identified and rated three possibilities. 
 

ACTION #3    Linda will contact the candidates and issue an invitation to join the FIC EC if one is 
willing. 

 
Next FIC General Meeting  
 
The members discussed plans for the next general FIC meetings.   The EC members generally agreed that 
the next meeting should be in the Raleigh area, to minimize travel in light of the sequester issues.  After 
discussion, the next general meeting was proposed for Wednesday August 21 at the Nature Research 
Center at the NC Museum of Natural Science.  Preliminarily, the meeting will be from 10:00-12:00 
followed by lunch at the museum and a tour of the museum after lunch for those who can stay. 
 
Two possibilities for presentations were identified – 1) the EnviroAtlas that EPA is developing and 2) the 
South Atlantic Landscape Conservation Cooperative Atlas.   The agenda will also include the usual 
agency reports. 
 

ACTION #4   Drew and Doug will invite presenters for the two presentations. 
 
ACTION #5    Linda will work with the Nature Research Center to schedule the meeting.  Linda and 

Tom T. will prepare the agenda. 
 

FIC EC Meetings 
 
The next FIC EC meeting was scheduled for September 11, 10:00-12:00.   
 
New Business 
 
William Beatty asked if anyone else had received an email about resetting password for Geodata.gov.  
Tom C. received it but ignored it because Geodatat.gov will go away.  Gary said The National Map will be 
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the new one-stop source for data.  William agreed, saying he found the data he needed either at The 
National Map or NC OneMap.  
 
Linda highly recommended NOAA’s new website – www.climate.gov. 
 
Adjournment 
 
There being no other business, the meeting was adjourned at 1:30. 
 
  


